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Abstract—Achieving computer vision on micro-scale devices is a challenge. On these platforms, the power and mass constraints are
severe enough for even the most common computations (matrix manipulations, convolution, etc.) to be difficult. This paper proposes
and analyzes a class of miniature vision sensors that can help overcome these constraints. These sensors reduce power requirements
through template-based optical convolution, and they enable a wide field-of-view within a small form through a refractive optical design.
We describe the trade-offs between the field of view, volume, and mass of these sensors and we provide analytic tools to navigate the
design space. We demonstrate milli-scale prototypes for computer vision tasks such as locating edges, tracking targets, and detecting
faces. Finally, we utilize photolithographic fabrication tools to further miniaturize the optical designs and demonstrate fiducial detection
onboard a small autonomous air vehicle.

Index Terms—Computational sensors, micro/nano computer vision, optical templates, optical computing, micro/nano robotics
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1 INTRODUCTION

The recent availability of portable camera-equipped
computers, such as smart-phones, has created a surge
of interest in computer vision tools that can run within
limited power and mass budgets. For these platforms,
the focus has been to create optimized hardware and
software to analyze conventional images in a highly
efficient manner. Yet, there is a class of platforms that
are still smaller. These are micro-platforms (characteristic
size <1mm) that have power and mass constraints severe
enough for large-scale matrix manipulations, convolu-
tion, and other core computations to be intractable. These
platforms appear in many domains, including micro-
robots and other small machines [16], and nodes of far-
flung sensor networks [46].

Power is the critical issue when shrinking a vision
system to the micro scale, with many platforms having
average power budgets on the order of milli-Watts. In
this paper, we present and analyze a class of micro vision
sensors that can help overcome the constraints of low
power. Arrays of these sensors could handle a specific
vision task, like face detection, as depicted in Fig. 1.

A wide field-of-view (FOV) is important for saving
power, since devices must either pan a low-FOV single
sensor or carry multiple such sensors with different
viewpoints. Our designs obtain a large FOV by exploit-
ing the “Snell’s window” effect [19], [61]. This effect,
which we induce with refractive slabs, is observed by
underwater divers, who see a 180◦ FOV of the outside
world, as grazing incident light rays are refracted at the
water-air boundary by the critical angle.

Our designs also lower power consumption by reduc-
ing post-imaging computation. Template-based image
filtering, an expensive component of many vision algo-
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Fig. 1. We propose a miniaturized class of wide-angle
sensors. Arrays of these sensors handle specific tasks. A
refractive slab creates a 180◦ field-of-view due to Snell’s
law. Attenuating templates in the viewing path allow op-
tical filtering and enable vision tasks such as locating
edges, tracking targets and detecting faces.

rithms, is usually computed as a post-capture operation
in hardware or software. Instead, we place attenuating
templates in the optical path, allowing our sensors to
perform filtering, “for free”, prior to image capture.
In conventional image filtering, sliding templates are
applied with fixed spatial support over the image plane.
Similarly, our designs ensure that the template’s an-
gular support, given by the solid angle ω in Fig. 1, is
near-constant over the hemispherical visual field. In this
sense, we extend well-known planar optical filtering
mechanisms [64], [41] to the wide FOV case, by ensuring
consistent template responses across view directions.

Our optical designs offer a new approach to efficiently
implement vision algorithms on micro-platforms. How-
ever, this efficiency comes at a cost, which is the penalty
exacted by the mass and volume of the optics. Our
main contribution is a description and formalization of
the trade-offs that exist between field of view, filtering
accuracy, volume, and mass of these sensors. We discuss
a variety of optical configurations, including lensless
apertures, lenslets, and refracting slabs. We present solu-
tions and tools for optimally controlling the FOV versus
size trade-off, and we validate our equations empirically.
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As applications of our theory, we demonstrate a va-
riety of sensor prototypes. We show milli-scale devices,
based on a web-camera platform, that are designed for
edge detection, target tracking, and face detection. Re-
sults for these are demonstrated for indoor and outdoor
scenes. We also demonstrate a wide-angle target tracking
sensor on an embedded system with an on-board power
supply. This device has an 8-bit micro-controller and
shows how our optical sensors can enable filtering-based
algorithms on platforms with limited on-board comput-
ing power. Finally, we utilize photolithographic fabri-
cation tools to further miniaturize the optical designs
and demonstrate fiducial detection onboard a small,
autonomous air vehicle.

2 RELATED WORK

Efficient hardware for micro computer vision. Our
research complements work done in the embedded sys-
tems community [60], [10], since their optimized hard-
ware and software can be coupled with our optimized
optics for even greater efficiency. Indeed, all sources
of efficiency should be considered to meet the power
budgets available for micro platforms. For example, the
successful convolution networks framework [35] was
recently implemented on FPGA hardware with a peak
power consumption of only 15W [21], but this is orders
of magnitude larger than what micro platforms are
likely to support. Small network nodes may require an
average power consumption of only 140μW [25], [12];
and micro-robot peak power consumption is currently
around 100mW [29], with average power consumption
around 5-10mW [50], [59], most of it dedicated to motion.
Applied optics and computational photography.
Fourier optics [24], [62] involves designing point spread
functions (PSFs) of coherent-light systems to implement
computations like Fourier transforms. This has limited
impact for real-world vision systems that must process
incoherent scene radiance. That said, controllable PSFs
are widely used in computer vision, where attenuat-
ing templates are placed in the optical path, for de-
blurring [56], refocusing [42], depth sensing [36] and
compressive imaging [18]. In all of these cases, the
optical encoding increases the captured information and
allows post-capture decoding of the measurements for
full-resolution imaging or light-field reconstruction. In
contrast to this encode-decode imaging pipeline, we seek
optics that distill the incoming light to reduce post-
capture processing. In this sense, our approach is closer
to techniques that filter optically by either modulating
the illuminating rays [44] or by filtering the viewing
rays with either liquid crystal displays (LCDs) [64],
or digital micro-mirror devices (DMDs) [41]. However,
unlike these active, macro-scale systems, we seek passive
optical filtering on micro-platforms.
Wide-field imaging in vision and optics. The Snell’s
window effect has been exploited in a classical “water
camera” [61], and the projective geometry of such a

Fig. 2. Ray diagram of our design: By embedding a lens
in a medium, we can maintain a near-constant angular
support over a large portion of the frontal hemisphere.

pinhole camera is well understood [13]. The inverse
critical-angle effect has been used to model air-encased
cameras underwater [54]. In addition to these flat re-
fractive optical designs, a variety of wide FOV imaging
systems exist in vision and optics [51], [39]; and micro-
optics for imaging is an active field [26], [58], [52]. While
we draw on ideas from these previous efforts, our goal
is quite different because we seek image analysis instead
of image capture. This leads to very different designs. Our
optics cannot be designed by many existing commercial
ray-tracing tools (e.g., [1]) because these are created for
imaging and not optical filtering.

3 DESIGN OVERVIEW AND KEY CONCEPTS

A ray diagram of our most general design, shown in
Fig. 2, depicts a lenslet embedded in a refractive slab
and placed over an attenuating template. All of this lies
directly on top of a photo-detector array, like those found
in conventional digital cameras. For clarity we present
a 2D figure, but since the optics are radially symmetric
our arguments hold in three dimensions. (Extensions of
our design to three dimensions are straightforward and
Section 6 discusses one such example). We assume that
the scene is distant relative to the size of the sensor
(i.e., the observed plenoptic function varies only with
changes in direction and not with changes in spatial
location), so the incident radiance is defined on the
frontal hemisphere. We depict a single sensing element
in Fig. 2, with the understanding that, for any practi-
cal application, a functioning sensor will be assembled
by tiling many of these elements, with complementary
attenuating templates, as shown in Fig. 1. We will
also assume the templates are monochromatic, but we
point out that, unlike conventional post-capture image
filtering, optical templates can be easily designed with
task-specific spectral sensitivities. We set the embedding
medium’s height v to be exactly equal to the lenslet’s
plane of focus. While this choice seems arbitrary, it can
be shown that it incurs no loss of generality when the
scene is distant (see [32]).
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Figure 2 is the most general member of a class of
designs. The refractive indices of the medium (n1) and
the lens (n2) allow for a lensless template (n1 = n2 = 1),
a template embedded in a refractive slab (n1 = n2 > 1),
a template with a micro-lens (n1 = 1, n2 > n1), and a
template with a lens and embedding slab (n2 > n1 > 1).
We will analyze all these in Section 4. Critical to this
analysis is an optical filtering concept that we call the
effective field of view. We introduce this concept next.

3.1 Effective field-of-view
Our design in Fig. 2 contains flat, planar components1

which have the advantage of being readily microfab-
ricated [9] through well-known photolithography tech-
niques. The disadvantage of a planar construction is
that it introduces perspective distortions that complicate
optical filtering over a wide field of view.

To see this, consider a lensless version of Fig. 2,
(n1 = n2 = 1), depicted in Fig. 3(I). From similar trian-
gles, l1 = l2 = ‖AB‖ (z+u)

u . This means that the sensor
records the correlation between a scaled version of the
template and a fronto-planar scene, with the effective
scale of the template being determined by the distance
(z + u). This is the scenario for planar scenes or narrow
fields of view, explained in [64].

Next, consider a wide angle view of a distant scene,
which is hemispherical instead of planar. The system
now measures correlations between the template and
successive cones of light rays over the entire field of
view. But because the sensor is planar, the angular sup-
port of the template, i.e., the solid angle that it subtends,
is different for different viewing directions. For example,
at point P in the figure, the angular support is ω1. From
the converse of the inscribed angle theorem, the locus
of points at which AB subtends the solid angle ω1 is a
circle, shown by the dotted curve in Fig. 3(I). Any other
point on the photodetector array and not on the circle,
such as O, has a different angular support; ω1 �= ω2.

This variation in angular support is undesirable when
designing a vision system. It means, for example, that a
template optimized to detect targets at a particular scale
will be much less effective for some viewing directions
than for others. Our goal then, should be to reduce such
variations in angular support. To this end, we define
a sensor’s effective field of view (eFOV) to be the set of
viewing directions for which the corresponding angular
supports are within a user-defined range. Formally, each
photodetector location x in Fig. 2 defines a viewing
direction θ and collects light over the angular support
ω. Note that each viewing direction, θ, is contained in
(0, π). If the angular support measured in each view
direction θ is represented as a scalar angular support
function, ω(θ), then we can write the eFOV as |Θ| with
Θ = {θ : F (ω(θ), ωo) ≤ Δ}, where Δ is a user-defined
tolerance, and F (ω(θ), ωo) is some distance metric. In the

1. Curved sensors remain in nascent development [31] and Sec. 6
discusses possible designs that use them.

Fig. 3. Angular support for lensless designs: (I) shows
the lensless design (n1 = n2 = 1 in Fig. 2). The angular
support undergoes foreshortening with change in viewing
direction and ω1 �= ω2. (I) also shows the extremal
photodetector location xf whose viewing direction is θf .
In (II) angular support is measured by observing a distant,
point light source at different viewing angles θ (II left). We
visualize, as a binary image created after thresholding,
the illuminated pixels for a single image slice and at a
particular viewing angle (II right). Integrating over the x
coordinate gives the curves in (III). (III) shows measured
and simulated angular support for three template heights
u for a d = 0.1mm pinhole. The measured angles com-
pare well to simulations.

remainder of this document we assume Θ includes the
optical axis (θ = π

2 ), and we use the L2 distance metric,
so that F (ω, ωo) = ||ω − ωo||2.

We can measure the eFOV for a given physical sensor
(Sec. 5 describes such prototypes), by sampling the an-
gular support function ω(θ). We do this by panning the
sensor as it observes a distant point light source (Fig.
3(II) left). The source only illuminates pixels that collect
light from a particular viewing angle. Simply counting
the number of times a pixel is illuminated allows us to
measure the angular support curve ω(θ) (Fig. 3(II) right)
and, therefore, the effective field-of-view |Θ|.
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A concept closely related to the eFOV is the idea
of angular dot pitch. When fabricating a template (by
printing, etching, cutting, etc.) one is typically subject to
constraints on the minimum realizable feature size. The
distance between such features is called the minimum
dot pitch, and this will limit our ability to shrink our
optical designs. For example, if the goal is to detect faces
subtending an angular support of ω = 2◦, and if we
believe that a 20× 20 template resolution is necessary to
reliably detect faces of this apparent size, then the width
of the template can be no smaller than twenty times the
achievable dot pitch. Now, the dot pitch on the planar
template will back-project to an angular dot pitch, which
we represent by dω. In a manner similar to the variation
in angular support (Fig. 3 (I)), this angular dot pitch will
vary slightly with viewing direction. However, there will
necessarily be a minimal angular dot pitch value over the
eFOV and this will guarantee an effective angular resolu-
tion of our optical filter. In what follows, we will assume
that both the desired angular support ωo and the angular
dot pitch dω exist as user-provided specifications.

4 ANALYSIS

With the concept of effective field of view in hand, we
can analyze the class of sensing elements shown in Fig.
2 and understand the tradeoffs between the eFOV and
the element’s volume and mass.

A single sensor element’ design parameters (Fig. 2)
form a five dimensional vector Π = {u, d, n1, n2, R},
where u is the template height, d is the template width,
n1 is the medium’s refractive index, n2 is the lenslet’s re-
fractive index, and R is its radius of curvature. Note that
the eFOV depends only on angular quantities (angular
support ω, viewing direction θ), which are invariant un-
der uniform scaling of the lengths and distances in Fig. 2.
This means there exists at least a one-dimensional family
of lensless design parameters, Πk = {ku, kd, n1, n2, kR},
parameterized by scale k, that have identical eFOV.

Given a set of user defined angular filtering specifica-
tions Ξ = {ωo, Δ, F , dω}, selecting the design parameters
Π determines both the angular support function, ω(θ)
(and therefore the eFOV), as well as the physical extent
of the optics (its volume and mass). How do we go
about finding the “right” design parameters Π? In the
following sections, we will derive equations and present
empirical analysis, in the form of a look-up table, to
answer this question. Table 1 summarizes our notation.

Design constraints: The design parameters Π are lim-
ited by a number of constraints, which we denote by Ψ.
Here, we list all types of constraints Ψ for completeness.
However, we only use a clearly defined subset of these
during the analysis. There are two classes of constraints:
(1) The design parameters Π must be physically plau-
sible, with u, d,R ≥ 0, n1, n2 ≥ 1, d ≤ 2R (from
the lens equation) and n2 ≥ n1 (convex lens); (2) The
design parameters Π must allow easy micro-fabrication.

Variable name Meaning
Π Set of design parameters
u Template height above photodetector array
d Template width
n1 Refractive index of medium
n2 Refractive index of lenslet
R Radius of curvature
Ξ Angular filtering specifications
ωo Desired angular support
Δ Tolerance for angular support
F Distance metric between angular supports
dω Angular dot pitch
Ψ Set of design constraints

dmin Minimum template width
Emax Maximum photodetector length
eFOV Effective field of view (informal)

Θ Effective field of view (formal)
ωsnells Angular support for refractive slab
ωlensless Angular support for lenslet
ωlenslet Angular support for lensless design

x Photodetector array location
φ Largest incidence angle
θ Viewing direction

θsnells Viewing direction after refraction through slab
ω(θ) Angular support as a function of viewing angle
xf Extremal photodetector location
θf Extremal viewing direction (at xf )
O Origin of design
f Lenslet focal length
v Height of focal plane above template
ρ1 Density of n1

ρ2 Density of n2

V Design volume
W Design weight
Ω Angular support in three dimensions
t Aperture thickness

ωvig Reduced angular support due to vignetting

TABLE 1
Summary of symbols used in the analysis

The second class of fabrication constraints relate to the
minimum size of physical features that can be reliably
constructed. Our ability to shrink the design can be
limited by the minimum template width dmin for which
the realizable dot pitch achieves the desired angular
dot pitch dω as explained previously; the maximum
photodetector array length Emax that can be afforded;
or the minimum aperture thickness t, whose vignetting
effect on angular support is explained in Section 6. These
constraints will relax as fabrication processes evolve, but
since our analysis is based on geometric optics, there
currently exists a strong lower bound on size induced
by diffraction [38].

4.1 Lensless design in air

Consider a lensless version of Fig. 2 with refractive
indices n1 = n2 = 1, implying that the design parameter
space is two-dimensional, Π = {u, d}. In this case, the
angular support of the template is equal to ωlensless in
Fig. 2, and for notational convenience we represent this
by ω for the remainder of this section. We define xf as
the extreme point furthest from the origin O with θf
the corresponding extreme view direction (Fig. 3 (I)).
Since the lensless configuration has no optics, mass is
negligible for this design. We can define an “optimal
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design” as the one that achieves the largest possible
eFOV while fitting within the smallest possible volume,
given by (in this 2D case) 2uxf .

Consider a point on the photodetector array at a
distance x from the origin O, as shown in Fig. 2. We use
the cosine law to obtain an expression for the angular
support ω. To calculate the sides of the triangle whose
vertex is at this point, we construct a perpendicular
to the template, which is of length u, the template
height. This gives two right triangle expressions for two
hypotenuses, u2+(d2 −x)2 and u2+(d2 +x)2. Using these
with the cosine law, and since x = u cot θ, we can obtain
an expression for the angular support function:

ω(θ) = arccos

(
2u2 + 2(u cot θ)2 − d2

2

2
√

(u2 + ( d
2
− u cot θ)2)(u2 + ( d

2
+ u cot θ)2)

)
.

(1)
To understand how the angular support ω(θ) changes

as the design parameters Π = {u, d} are varied, we
directly measured angular support curves ω(θ) (using
the procedure described in Sec. 3.1) for a fixed tem-
plate width d = 0.1mm and three different template
heights u = {4, 6.5, 10.5} (Fig. 3(III)). These experimental
curves matched the theoretically expected angular sup-
port curves from Eq. (1). Note that the angular support
curves are symmetric, since ω(θ) = ω(π − θ) in Eq. 1.

A user-specified target angular support ωo and toler-
ance Δ define a region that is marked as a gray bar
in Fig. 3 (III). The central, red curve in Fig. 3 (III) is
contained inside the gray bar for the larger interval of
viewing angles and, therefore, has a higher eFOV.

Given the general shape of the curves in Fig. 3 (III),
and our assumption that the optical axis θ = π

2 is in-
cluded in the eFOV, we can intuitively describe a design
that maximizes the eFOV by having the angular support
curve ω (θ) be tangential to the horizontal line ω = ω0+

Δ
2

at θ = π
2 (similar to the red curve). Substituting these

values into Eq. (1), we obtain

cos(ωo +
Δ

2
) =

2u2 − d2

2

2u2 + d2

2

. (2)

Using the fact that the template width d and height u
must be positive, we can rewrite Eq. 2 in the form:

u =
d

2

√
1 + cos(ωo + Δ

2
)

1− cos(ωo + Δ
2
)
. (3)

Equation 3 provides a necessary condition that must
be satisfied by u and d in order for the angular support
function to be tangent to the upper-bound line at θ = π

2
and therefore have the maximal eFOV. We also observe
that u and d are linearly related and, therefore, invariant
under global scaling, as expected.

The above discussion suggests a two-step algorithm
for finding the optimal lensless design: (1) Arbitrarily
select the template width d and compute the corre-
sponding u from Eq. (3); (2) globally scale the design
parameters Π downwards such that the constraint d ≥

dmin is satisfied. We only consider physical constraints
and the minimum template width dmin in the full set
of constraints Ψ, but the same procedure can be used
directly for other constraints. The optimal design after
global scaling is denoted as Π∗ = (u∗, d∗).

The volume and eFOV of this optimal design Π∗ can
be determined analytically. To see this, note that we want
every point on the photodetector to have an angular
support within the gray bar in Fig. 3 (III) (we don’t want
any “wasted” pixels). Therefore, the angular support of
Π∗ should behave as the red curve in Fig. 3 (III); when
the curve exits the gray bar region, the corresponding
viewing ray should be the extremal ray (Fig. 3 (I)) such
that θ = θf and ωf = ωo − Δ

2 . By substituting into Eq.
(1), and using Eq. (3):

C =
K +K

(
cot θf

)2 − 1√(
K +

(
1−√K cot θf

)2)(
K +

(
1 +

√
K cot θf

)2) , (4)

where we denote for convenience K =
1+cos(ω0+

Δ
2 )

1−cos(ω0+
Δ
2 )

and

C = cos
(
ω0 − Δ

2

)
. The above expression can be rewritten

as an easily solvable biquadratic equation in terms of
X = cot θf , as follows

(
C2K2 −K2

)
X4

+
(
2C2K2 − 2C2K − 2K2 + 2K

)
X2

+
(
C2K2 + C2 + 2KC2 −K2 − 1 + 2K

)
= 0. (5)

Ignoring complex solutions, Eq. (5) has at most two
pairs of solutions X = ±Xi, i = 1, 2. From each such pair
we obtain supplementary angles θf = arccot (Xi) and
π − θf , corresponding the left and right extreme points
of the photodetector array (Fig. 3 (I)), and therefore
representing the same design. Each such solution of
Eq. (5) completely characterizes the maximum eFOV
as Θ = (θf , π − θf ). Interestingly, the actual value of
the maximum eFOV depends only on the user defined
parameters ωo and Δ.

We will now prove that only one solution pair of
Eq. (5) is physically meaningful. From the converse of
the inscribed angle theorem, the locus of the points at
which the template subtends an angle ωf is a unique
circle, with the template as a chord of length d. This
circle may only intersect the photodetector array line
at most at two points. Therefore, there can be at most
two solutions for X . Additionally, since the angular
support is symmetric, continuous (see Fig. 3 (III)), has a
maximum of ωo+

Δ
2 (Eq. 3) and a minimum of 0 (the limit

as θ approaches 0 in Eq. 1), Eq. 4 will be satisfied at least
twice when the angular support becomes ωo − Δ

2 and
there are at least two solutions for X . Therefore Eq (5) has
exactly one pair of physically consistent solutions (the
inconsistent solution pair occurs when Eq. 4 is squared)
which uniquely defines the maximum eFOV.

In summary, we select the optimal design Π∗ =
(u∗, d∗) with the help of Eq. 3. The maximal eFOV of
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Fig. 4. Volume-Weight tradeoffs for lenslets in air:
The ray geometry in (I) is identical to the unrefracted,
incident rays in (II). The design in (III) is heavier that that
in (II), but requires a smaller volume (u

′
< u). Reducing

the volume by increasing the refractive index (IV), has a
cost in increased weight (V). Valid thin lenses must have
d ≤ 2R.

Π∗, which are the angles contained in (θf , π − θf ), is
uniquely obtained from Eq. (5), which is biquadratic and
has well-known, closed form solutions. The volume of
the optimal design Π∗ is 2u∗xf where xf = u∗ cot θf .

4.2 Lenslet design in air

For a lenslet in air, the lenslet’s refractive index is higher
than the surrounding medium (air), n2 > n1 = 1, and
therefore the design parameters are Π = {u, d, n2, R}.
In this case the angular support of the sensor is equal to
ωlenslet in Fig. 2, and in the discussion below the symbol
ω will refer to this angle.

Plano-convex lenses do not have a favored orientation,
and we can use a downward facing lenslet, as in Fig. 4,
where the lens lies between the template and the pho-
todetector array. This configuration has the advantage
that the lenslet does not add any extra volume to the
design, and the volume is calculated exactly as in Section
4.1. Such a lenslet adds a physical constraint of n2 ≤ 2,
which forces the radius to be less than both the focal
length and template height R ≤ f < u.

We also note that, unlike in the lensless case, the
lenslet design cannot be assumed to be massless, and we
must take into account the weight of the lenslet. This is
calculated by multiplying the lenslet volume, computed
as a spherical cap, with the density corresponding to
the refractive index n2, obtained by assuming a linear
relationship between optical and physical densities [22].

We propose a two-step algorithm to obtain the design
parameters Π: 1) find a corresponding lensless design
Πl = {ul, dl}; and 2) trade-off volume and weight using
lenslet parameters (n2, R).

Before we explain the algorithm, we first demonstrate
that, for any lenslet, there exists a corresponding lensless
design with identical eFOV. To see this, consider the
angular support equation for the lenslet, obtained in
a manner similar to that of the previous section, from
similar and right triangles in Fig. 2:

ω(θ) = arccos

(
2v2 + 2(v cot θ)2 − d2

2

2
√

(v2 + ( d
2
− v cot θ)2)(v2 + ( d

2
+ v cot θ)2)

)
.

(6)
By comparing Eq. (1) and Eq. (6), we observe that

a lensless design with template width d and template
height v would have identical angular support and,
therefore, identical eFOV. Figure 4 (I-II) illustrates this
idea with an intuitive geometric argument. The ray
geometry in (I) is the same (under mirror reflections) to
the exterior, unrefracted rays in (II). Further confirmation
is provided in Fig. 5(II), which shows simulated and
measured angular support curves ω(θ) for a 3mm lenslet,
which are similar in shape to those described in the
previous section for lensless designs.

Returning to step (1) of our algorithm, given angular
filtering specifications Ξ and constraints Ψ, we first
find the best lensless design parameters Πl = {dl, ul}
using the 2-step algorithm in Section 4.1. As discussed
previously, this provides the largest possible eFOV and
the lowest volume.

Next, from the argument above, we generate a lenslet
design Π = {u, d, n2, R} with identical eFOV to Πl as
follows: first, we set d = dl; then, we use the thin lens
equation with v = ul and f = R

(n−1) to obtain

u =
Rul

ul(n2 − 1)−R
. (7)

In the above, we have, for the moment, arbitrarily
selected values for the refractive index n2 > 1 and a
valid radius R ≥ d

2 . We note that there is no linearly
scaled lenslet design Πk = {ku, kd, n2, kR} with both
higher eFOV and lower volume than Π. This is because,
by design, we created Π from the best lensless design Πl

in the one-dimensional family of scaled lensless designs.
However, there could be non-linear changes to Π that
could lower the weight and volume, while keeping the
eFOV the same.

In step (2) of our algorithm we perform such non-
linear manipulations to the design parameters Π. This
is done by keeping the template width d and plane of
focus v fixed, and changing the three remaining design
parameters, u, n2 and R. Due to the constraint of Eq. (7)
these manipulations correspond to only two degrees of
freedom. From the equation, we note that decreasing u
(to lower the design volume) implies either reducing R
(a larger, “rounder” lens) or increasing n2 (a denser lens).
Therefore lowering the volume results in increasing the
lenslet weight and the two-dimensional parameter space
represents a volume-weight tradeoff. Consequently, it is
impossible to obtain an eFOV-maximizing design that
has both the lowest weight and volume.
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Fig. 5. Simulated and measured angular support graphs for lensless sensors, lenslets in air and embedded
lenslet sensors: The effective fields of view (eFOVs) are given by the set of angles θ for which ω(θ) ∈ ωo ± Δ

2 . Note
the high eFOV of the embedded lens with the Snell’s window effect.

Figure 4 illustrates this tradeoff, for a desired angular
support of ωo = 16◦. The graphs in Fig. 4 (IV) are
the volume reductions achieved by different refractive
indices. The best compression is obtained where these
lines intersect the d ≤ 2R constraint in Ψ. However, Fig.
4 (V) shows the corresponding increases in weight as the
volume decreases, suggesting that, unlike the lensless
case, there is no “best” choice, but a space of designs
from which one can make an appropriate choice for a
given platform.

4.3 Designs with Snell’s window

For a design with snell’s window, there is either a
lensless template embedded in a medium n2 = n1 > 1,
or a lenslet embedded in a slab n2 > n1 > 1. In the
discussion below, ω will refer to ωsnells in Fig. 2 and the
design parameters are Π = {u, d, n1, n2, R}.

Inside the medium, the relationship between the em-
bedded lensless template and the embedded lenslet is
similar to that of Sections 4.1 and 4.2. For example, for
any lenslet embedded in a medium, Π = {u, d, n1, n2, R}
we can find an equivalent embedded lensless template
design Πl = {ul, dl, n1} using dl = d and using a version
of Eq. (7) taking into account the change in effective
lenslet focal length due to the embedding [45]. Since the
design issues within the medium are similar to previous
sections, we will only concern ourselves here with the
air-refractive slab boundary.

In Fig. 2, each photodetector location x collects light
rays. One of these rays has the largest incident angle,
which we denote by φ. If we increase the distance of
x from the origin O, then the corresponding largest
incident angle φ increases. However, the maximum value
of φ is bounded by the critical angle arcsin 1

n1
. Beyond

this point, further increases in the photodetector distance

x, will result in the “cropping” of the template; only a
portion of the template will be illuminated by incident
light rays from the scene.

The angle φ is determined by all five parameters in
the design Π. Since we wish to deal only with the air-
surface boundary effects, this makes φ useful as a proxy
for design parameters within the medium. Using only
φ, the viewing angle θsnells and the refractive indices,
along with similar triangles and right triangle equations,
we can derive the following expression for the angular
support ω,

sin(‖ω − φ‖)√
(n1)2 − sin2(‖ω − φ‖)

+
sin(φ)√

(n1)2 − sin2(φ)

−
2 cos(θsnells)√

n2
1

− cos(θsnells)2

= 0. (8)

Derivation details are available as supplementary ma-
terial at [32]. Empirically, we have found that the above
equation can be considered as an implicit function for
ω(θsnells). We numerically solve Eq. 8 by evaluating a
one-dimensional search for ω (for each value of θsnells),
and Fig. 5 (III) shows (in black) a curve for particular
angular filtering specifications Ξ. Note that the shape of
the angular support function differs greatly from those of
the lensless and lenslet designs in air. In particular, it re-
mains within the tolerance bounds, defined by the Δ, for
a larger set of viewing angles than for the non-embedded
cases. Additionally, the angular support curve shows a
discontinuity. This occurs exactly when φ becomes the
critical angle, and results in both the cropping of angular
support and a sharp fall in the curve. We have performed
experiments to verify this behavior (curve shown in red)
and found that it matches the theory. This demonstrates
that using an embedding medium increases the eFOV.

The sensor’s volume, determined by the design pa-
rameters Π, can be written as V = 2xfu. Its weight is
given by W = Vlρ2 + (V − Vl)ρ1, where Vl is the volume
of the lenslet, computed as a spherical cap, and ρ1 and ρ2
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are the densities of the refractive media with indices n1

and n2. As before, we obtain these by assuming a linear
relationship between optical and physical densities [22].

Like the lenslet in air, there is no “best” design, but a
design space that allows trading volume and weight for
a particular eFOV. Unlike the two previous cases, the
Snell’s window designs do not have analytic solutions
for the eFOV. Applying numerical solutions to Eq. 8
for different design parameters Π suggests an empiri-
cal strategy for exploring the design space, which we
discuss further in the next section.

4.4 Lookup table for sensor designs
Consider now design parameters Π that encompass all
previously discussed scenarios. Using the analysis of the
previous sections we provide an empirical overview of
the design parameters Π = {u, d, n2, n1, R} and build
a look-up table for designers wishing to constrain or
specify the desired weight, volume and eFOV charac-
teristics of a sensor. We take advantage of the small
sensor sizes and assume reasonable ranges on the values
of u, d and R. For every set of design parameters Π,
within this range, we find the eFOV. For the lensless
and lenslet designs in air, we can take advantage of
the analytic solutions, whereas for the Snell’s designs
we use grid-based numerical evaluations. Formally, for a
given set of angular filtering specifications Ξ, by densely
sampling the physically-plausible part of the parameter
space Π and computing (V,W, eFOV ) for each sample,
we produce a (one-to-many) map

mΞ : (V,W, eFOV ) → Π. (9)

This can be used by designers to choose sensor ma-
terials and physical dimensions that meet the volume
and/or weight constraints of their platform while pro-
viding the desired angular filtering characteristics Ξ.

One way to visualize this map is to determine the
maximum-possible eFOV for each volume-mass pair by
computing eFOVmax(V,W ) = maxeFOV (V,W, eFOV ).
Figure 6 shows such a visualization for a desired angular
support of ωo = 12◦ and a user defined tolerance
Δ = 2.4◦. Each point in the plane shows the maxi-
mal eFOV of all sampled design parameters Πs at that
point. Not every set of parameters Π was sampled, and
designs that were not included create black spacings.
In Figure 6 (I) we color code the graph according to
eFOV, clearly showing lines with the same eFOV. This
is because, given any set of design parameters Π, we
can generate a family of designs with equivalent eFOV
through Πk = {ku, kd, n2, n1, kR}. However, unlike in
previous discussions, there may exist other optical de-
signs, outside this one-dimensional space, that have the
same eFOV. Reddish hues in (I), corresponding to higher
eFOV, slope toward higher weight, implying that heavier
refractive optics enable larger eFOV, as expected. Each
point (V,W, eFOVmax) maps to a point in the parameter
space Π that can be one of the three types. This is

Fig. 6. Volume-Weight lookup table for ωo = 12◦: Here
we project the (Volume, Weight, eFOV) look-up table onto
the Volume-Weight plane, by only plotting the maximal
eFOV at each plane coordinate. Note that design pa-
rameters Πs with the same eFOV form one-dimensional
spaces (lines). However, more than one configuration can
create the same eFOV, as shown by the masks on the
right, which color-code the optical designs. The design
variations in this figure are best viewed in color.

depicted by the color transitions (lensless as red, lenslet
as blue, snell’s as green) in some lines in Figure 6 (II).
The red vertical lensless design in Figure 6 (II) is likely
to be only useful when zero weight is essential. Finally,
there is no “best” design, since the maximum eFOV
of 145◦ is neither very low in volume nor in weight.
Remember that these figures are for particular filtering
characteristics Ξ. Code for generating equivalent tables
for any Ξ can be found at this project’s website [32].

5 EXPERIMENTS AND APPLICATIONS

The ability to provide a wide eFOV for optical con-
volution allows us to miniaturize previously proposed
template-based vision systems. In Fig. 7 (I) we show our
prototype, which consists of a camera (Lu-171, Lumenera
Inc.) with custom 3D-printed template assembly. We
either cut binary templates into black card paper using a
100-micron laser (VLS3.50, Versa Inc.) or have grayscale
patterns printed on photographic film (PageWorks Inc.,
http://www.pageworks.com/). We divide the camera
photodetector plane into multiple single-template sensor
elements using opaque baffles that are created from
layered paper to prevent cross-talk between the sensor
elements. Snell’s window is achieved by attaching laser-
cut pieces of acrylic (refractive index n1 = 1.5) to the
templates. Ultraviolet-cured optical glue of the same
refractive index is used to bind these and fill the air gaps
in the templates. Video versions of the results discussed
below can be found at [32].

Locating edges: A classical approach to edge detection at
a particular scale is to convolve an image with a Lapla-
cian of Gaussian filter [37]. This is often approximated by
a difference-of-Gaussians, and we can do the same here
by convolving the scene with two radially-symmetric
filters in the optical domain. Such a sensor obtains two
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Fig. 7. Applications: In (I) we show our setup: a camera with custom template holders. We use template I(a) to
obtain two blurred versions of the scene, as in II(a). This allows edge detection through simple subtraction as in II and
III. Without our optimal parameters, the edge detection is unreliable II(c). Wide-FOV edge detection is possible with a
Snell’s window enhanced template shown in (IV). In (V), mask I(c) was learnt from a face database [34], and the nine
mask responses are used by a linear classifier to provide face detection. In (VI) we show rigid target tracking using
mask I(b), which includes two templates. More results are available at [32].

differently blurred scene measurements, and computes
an edge map simply by subtracting corresponding pixels
and then thresholding. While the computational savings
of this approach are negligible when computing fine
scale edges (low-width Gaussians), they increase as the
desired edges become more coarse, or if the elements are
tiled for multi-scale edge detection (e.g., [20]).

Fig. 7(II) demonstrates this using two disk-shaped
binary templates of different radii. Like a difference-of-
Gaussian operator, differences between corresponding
pixels in the two sensor elements produces a band-
limited view of the scene (an edge energy map). This
is a lensless configuration with two templates having
the same heights, {d = 0.1mm; u = 3.7mm} and {d =
0.2mm; u = 3.7mm} with a (maximized) eFOV of 90◦.
The figure shows edges of a simple scene with printed
words. A naive use of the sensors with suboptimal
template height u values of 2mm and 5mm produces
incorrect results. Fig. 7(III) shows an outdoor scene,
while Fig. 7(IV) shows a V-shaped scene viewed by both
a simple pinhole and by a wide-FOV Snell’s window

enhanced sensor, which can “see” more letter edges.

Detecting faces: Traditional face detection can be for-
mulated as a two-step process in which: 1) the image is
convolved with a series of templates, and 2) the template
responses at each pixel are used as input to a binary
classifier. In the past, efficiency has been gained by using
“weak” but computationally convenient templates in
relatively large numbers [57]. By performing the filtering
step optically, we reduce the computational cost further,
and since we can use templates with arbitrary spatial
patterns and spectral selectivity, we can potentially re-
duce the number of templates as well.

Optimized spatio-spectral templates can surely be
learned for discriminating between faces and back-
ground, but we leave this for future work. Instead, in
Fig. 7(V) we demonstrate a simple prototype that uses
nine binary templates learned using a subset of the PubFig
Database [34] as positive examples and the method of
[23]. The templates are measured in Fig. 7 I(c). These
are arranged in a lensless configuration {d = 0.2mm;
u = 5.2mm}. While we optimized the design for a 20◦
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eFOV, our detector only considers the centers of the nine
template responses and does not angularly localize the
face. It outputs a response using a linear classifier with
no bias term (ensuring invariance to intensity scaling).
Tracking targets: Tracking, in its simplest form, can be
implemented as sequential per-frame detection, and thus
can be achieved optically using the sensors described
above for face detection. If one can afford slightly more
computation, then the classifiers used for detection can
be combined with a dynamic model to improve perfor-
mance (e.g., [8], [5]). In either case, we save computation
by performing optical filtering-for-matching.

In Fig. 7 (VI), we show a detector with two templates, a
“T” pattern {d = 0.2mm; u = 3.7mm} and a small circle
{d = 0.1mm; u = 3.7mm}, optimized for a 90◦ eFOV.
After appropriate initialization, we track the target by
finding, in a gated region of each subsequent frame, the
image point where the pair of template responses is clos-
est to the initial ones. The non-optical computation that
is required is limited to a small number of subtractions
and a minima calculation. We demonstrate tracking for
an outdoor scene with obstacles.

5.1 Real-time tracking with spectral templates

The tracking results in the previous discussion were
demonstrated on a web-cam platform, where power was
externally provided and some off-board post-processing
was performed. We next show a proof-of-concept em-
bedded system that performs wide-FOV template-based
optical tracking solely with on-board power and com-
putation. Our optical setup is shown in Fig. 8 (I) left. It
consists of the two templates in Fig. 7 (VI) embedded
in slabs of acrylic. These were laser-cut from an acrylic
sheet and assembled, by hand, under a microscope. The
pieces are held together by Norland optical adhesive that
was cured by a Dymax 50AS UV lamp. A section of
RoscoLux red filter was cut and attached to the small
circular template and this appears reddish.

The embedded platform is an Arduino Pro board,
which is a commonly-used hobbyist embedded kit ([4]).
The board processor is an 8-bit ATMega328 16MHz
micro-controller, which is programmed in embedded C.
The figure also shows the 5V power supply for the
board, which consists of 3 AA batteries. Implementing
convolutions for large image matrices on such a de-
vice is prohibitively slow because only 2KB of SRAM
is available at run-time. Demonstrating filtering-based
target tracking on such a computationally constrained
platform shows how our optical designs, which filter
scene radiance off-board, can be advantageous.

We use the Firefly photodetector array from Cent-
Eye [11], which is a 128x480 grayscale imaging sensor
with 19.3 micron pixel pitch. While this is a relatively
large pixel size, the Firefly has been designed for low-
power applications and has a log-response curve be-
tween incident radiance and output pixel value. This
pixel response allows consistent performance in low-

light scenarios that often accompany the use of attenu-
ating templates. The sensor must be calibrated for fixed
pattern noise (FPN) by capturing an image of a “blank”
scene (such as a white sheet of paper) and storing it
within the Arduino’s 32KB of fixed flash memory. The
Firefly sensor is fixed on a custom ArduEye Rox1 board
from CentEye, that is easily attached to the Arduino.

The ArduEye Rox1 board leaves three binary (0V (on)
or 5V (off)) output pins free in the Arduino, which we
use to drive seven LEDs. We do this with the help of
a 74HC595 8-bit shiftout register which converts binary
output from the pins into eight states: all LEDs turned off
(1 state) or each LED turned on individually (7 states).
Each of the LEDs indicates the location of the target in
the field-of-view, as shown in the center of Fig. 8 (I). At
the right of (I) we show a frame from a video (available
at [32]) of our wide-angle demonstration for tracking a
simple red “T” target, displayed on an LCD screen. This
demonstration was performed in CVPR 2011 in front of
a live audience and in sessions lasting over 4 hours.

In Fig. 8 (II) we show images from the Arduino system,
viewing the same target as in (I). We compare the optical
filtering of the sensor with the expected measurements
computed in software and show that these are very
similar to each other. In particular, we note that the
template response is consistent, even as the angle be-
tween the normal to the sensor plane and the sensor-
target vector increases. The measured filtered response,
although slightly distorted, is consistent even at a 65◦

slant. Therefore our sensor has a 130◦ eFOV.

5.2 Miniaturized optics for fiducial detection
Fiducials are designed visual features that are artificially
placed in an environment to allow easy detection by
vision systems. Fiducials are popular in a variety of
fields, such as robotics and augmented reality [43], [2],
[48], [63], [15], [47], [30]. Recent work has extended
these, allowing both active and multi-spectral fiducials
[14], [40], [6]. Locating fiducials can be implemented
by applying a large number of filters to a convention-
ally captured image. In many previous efforts, these
implementations have been demonstrated in real-time
by utilizing the computing power available in a laptop
or smartphone. For example, such visual processing is
common on quadrotor robots [3].

However, for much smaller classes of air vehicles, the
on-board computations required for fiducial detection
are too burdensome. Our sensors allow optical filtering
that is computationally cheaper and we demonstrate a
proof-of-concept device to recognize fiducials on a small,
autonomous air vehicle. Our goal here is to demonstrate
the usefulness of optical filtering and show the wide-
angle capacity of our miniaturized design. For future
work, it will be fruitful to consider the design of multi-
spectral templates by extending recent work done on
sharing features [49], [53]. However, in this section, as
with previous experiments, our optics contain a fixed
number of arbitrarily selected binary templates.
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Fig. 8. Real-time target tracking with an Arduino: At the left of (I) we show our optics, which consist of templates
embedded in a refractive slab. As a proof-of-concept for demonstrating how our optics would include spectral filters,
we have placed a red Roscolux filter on one of the templates. We used a custom designed Arduino shield to hold
a CentEye Firefly grayscale sensor. We used a shiftout register to control 7 LEDs shown at the rear of the Arduino,
which indicate 7 different regions in the eFOV. At the right of (I) we show a frame from a video (available at [32]) of
our wide-angle tracking demonstration of a simple red “T” target. This demonstration was performed in CVPR 2011 in
front of a live audiences and over sessions lasting 4 hours. In (II) we compare expected result of filtering, calculated
in software, with the sensor measurements from the device. We demonstrate that the responses of the optical filter
remain consistent over a wide eFOV, validating the usefulness of the refractive slab.

In Fig. 9 (I), we show our miniaturized optics in a
sample container, with close-ups, under a microscope,
from both the top (II) and side (III). We use pho-
tolithography and lift-off process for the fabrication. The
six binary templates are created by first fabricating a
positive optical mask, using a Heidelberg mask writer.
This mask is then used to define optical templates on a
photoresist coated 150 micron cover-glass using a mask
aligner. After the exposure and developing process only
some photoresist, in the shape of the templates, remains
on cover glass. We evaporate 100 nm thick aluminum
on the cover glass and soak the glass into acetone. Only
the metal deposited on the unexposed photoresist is
removed, making the templates transparent while the
rest of the cover glass is covered by aluminum, which
blocks light.

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) is commonly used in
fabrication techniques and is a clear, liquid polymer at
room temperature. It can be cured by a variety of meth-
ods, after which it becomes a clear solid with refractive
index of about 1.4. We used PDMS for two purposes:
first, for making opaque, black baffles that form the bulk
of the design in the figure; and second, to embed the
templates in a refractive slab that enables a wide eFOV.

Black PDMS sheets for the baffles were created by mix-
ing carbon black particles with clear PDMS. When cured

at 65◦C for 12 hours, this became thin sheets of black,
opaque PDMS. The thickness of the black PDMS was
controlled by removing layers with scotch tape. Holes
in the black PDMS sheet were cut using a VersaLaser
and these formed the sensor’s baffles. The baffles were
placed both above and below the glass slide (carrying
the templates), as in (III), by hand, under a microscope.

To create the refractive slab, the entire setup was
immersed in clear, liquid PDMS in a vacuum chamber
to remove air bubbles. The liquid PDMS was cured at
room temperature over 24 hours to form a solid, clear,
bubble-free mass around the templates. These miniature
templates embedded in PDMS are a version of our
lensless design in a refractive slab. (While we did not
use them, techniques also exist for fabricating lenslets at
this scale [9].) The device was freed from excess PDMS
by slicing by hand with a razor. Imperfect slicing causes
the optical surface to be slightly curved. We address this
by sandwiching the design between two flat, rectangular
pieces of glass with optical glue as an adhesive. This was
done in-situ and is not shown in the figure.

We visually validated the expected wide FOV be-
havior of the lensless refractive-slab design in Fig. 9
(IV). The figure shows the expected (software-simulated)
responses of the six arbitrarily-selected templates, to the
desired “T” fiducial target. We then measured responses
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Fig. 9. Miniaturized optics demonstrated on a micro air vehicle: In (I) we show our optics in a sample container and
also in close-up (II) under a microscope. This is a lensless design with templates embedded in a refractive slab, and its
dimensions are shown in (II) and (III). The templates were arbitrarily selected and were created by photolithographic
techniques with a resolution of 1 micron. In (IV) we show the expected responses of convolution of these templates
with a “T” target calculated in software. In (V) we validate our optics by showing that the optical filtering responses are
consistent over a wide field-of-view. In (VI) we show the setup from CentEye of an autonomous micro helicopter, with
our optics and our sensor attached. We are able to recognize simple patterns such as the “T” target, and differentiate
it from an “O” target and change location based on the type of target. A full video is available at [32].
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from our optics, placed on a 256x128 Centeye FireFly
grayscale photodetector array, when viewing the same
“T” fiducial target on an LCD (Fig. 9 (V)). We captured
images from two positions; directly ahead (0◦) and at an
angle (65◦). In both cases, the responses of the template
qualitatively match the software responses in Fig. 9
(IV). We believe the variations that do occur are due to
manufacturing errors in our optical design, since there
are still some steps that occur with human manipulation
under a microscope.

In Fig. 9 (VI) we show a small helicopter robot on
which we have placed our sensor, consisting of both
our miniaturized optics and the Firefly photodetector
array. The helicopter is a converted Blade mcX radio-
controlled hobbyist platform that serves as a technology
demonstrator for CentEye Inc. A 32 bit Atmel AT32UC3B
micro-controller served as the computing power for our
detection algorithm, which was implemented in C as
template-based matching, and ran on-board. Each of
the six subimages (as in Fig. 9 (V)) contributed three
values to a feature vector of size 18 that was binarized.
This vector was subtracted from the expected responses
when viewing a “T” fiducial target, and then the sum of
squares of the differences was was thresholded.

The algorithm’s output is the estimated pixel location
of the fiducial’s projection. Since we know the template
height, we can easily convert the pixel location into an
azimuth and elevation angle pair. For future work, we
would like to utilize these angles to precisely control
the helicopter. Here, we have used the detection of the
fiducial to initialize a preset control sequence. This is
possible since the helicopter can hover in place, allowing
control-point based navigation [7]. We exploit this to
move the helicopter by a fixed distance once the fiducial
is detected. Visual-based fiducial detection is demon-
strated on the air vehicle, and screen shots from our
video are shown in Fig. 9 (VIII).

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have described a class of optical designs that allow
wide angle filtering of distant scenes. We have demon-
strated experiments that validate our theory, and shown
a variety of applications. In this section, we will outline
some possibilities for future work and provide initial
discussions towards these new directions.
SNR analysis: We have explored the space of designs
with regards to mass, volume and eFOV. Extending our
work with a formal analysis of noise is also possible.
The SNR properties of lenslets could be analyzed with
a sensor noise model to formalize the trade-offs be-
tween SNR, volume, mass, and field of view for vari-
ous designs. Figure 10(a)-(c) shows an example of how
the SNR varies over different designs by giving sensor
measurements of a face. The template in each of these
designs is simply an open aperture. The first is taken
with a lensless configuration with a large template height
{d = 2.5mm, u = 70mm}, the second with a reduced

Fig. 10. SNR issues: (a) and (b) are pinholes of radii
2.5mm and 0.1mm, while (c) is an lenslet of radii 2.5mm
embedded in acrylic plastic. Lenses collect more light,
and hence the SNR advantage of (c) over (b). Additionally,
the lenslet (c) allows a compact setup when compared
to (a), as shown by the difference in holder size. In (d)
we show that just as lenses collect more light for in-
focus scenes, they also increase SNR for optical filtering.
We compare just the lensless design (b) with the lenslet
design (c) for a single, distant scene point. Since we are
assuming the scene is infinitely far away, the light rays
from this distant scene point are parallel. The two dia-
grams demonstrate how the information from the scene
point is distributed amongst the photodetectors. We show
in the text that h = d; that is, information from the distant
scene point is distributed among the photodetectors in
the same way in these two diagrams. However, since
dlens > d, the lenslet collects more light, and has less
noise, for that same distant scene point.

template width {d = 0.1mm, u = 2.8mm} and the third
with an embedded lenslet configuration {d = 2.5mm,
R = 2.12mm, n2=1.85, n1 = 1.5, u = 12mm}. One
advantage of lenslets is that the second sensor’s volume
is smaller than the first, even though the measurement
quality appears similar. This fact is illustrated by the
difference in size of the optical holders and is related to
the analysis presented in this paper. Another seemingly
obvious lens advantage is that it collects more light
and, hence, the third measurement has better SNR than
the second. Figure 10(d) shows a diagram where the
lensless and lenslet designs are shown viewing a single
scene point. Since our scenes are infinitely far away,
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Fig. 11. Curved sensors: (I) shows the well-known
inscribed angle theorem. In (II), we present a circular
curved sensor with a curved template in air (without any
refractive slab). The angular support of the template as
well as the angular support of each printed “dot” on
the template is identical for each photodetector. Such a
sensor would have zero distortion and would allow for
perfect optical filtering over a 180◦ field-of-view.

Fig. 12. Solid angle: Left: For a circular support of
a template, the solid angle of a lensless design Ω can
easily be calculated from the angular support of its 2D
design ω from the equation for the solid angle of a cone,
2π(1 − cosω). Right: An illustration of the solid angle
for particular design values. An identical equation for Ω
follows for lenslets in air, from the discussion in Fig. 4.

the light rays from this single scene point are parallel.
From similar triangles and the lens equation, we have
h = dlens

u
v where v is the plane of focus, from the lens

equation. Since these two designs have the same eFOV
and identical angular supports, and from Fig. 4, it is
clear that d = dlens

u
v . Therefore, the lensless width d is

equal to h. When dlens ≥ d and u ≤ v the lenslet collects
more light from the scene point and distributes it over
the same photodetector area as the lensless design and,
therefore, has higher SNR.

Finally, beyond lenslets, the SNR characteristics of the
reflective slab are also relevant for any noise analysis
done in the future. For example, fresnel reflection occurs
for dielectric surfaces, such as the acrylic slabs used in
our experiments. According to Fresnel’s law, all light
incident at a grazing angle will be reflected, and we will
never achieve full 180◦ eFOV. More importantly for the
SNR analysis, the percentage of light that is reflected
increases as we approach the grazing angle, reducing
the measured signal.

Curved sensors and templates: This work is only one
example of how optical processing can help achieve
vision on a tight budget. We may consider using other
optical elements, such as adaptive templates [41], artifi-
cial insect eyes [28], [27] and multiplexed configurations
[55], as and when they become widely available in small,
low-power form factors. In particular, curved sensors
[31], [33], [17] are increasingly becoming a reality. In
Fig. 11 we show a possible curved sensor design for
optical filtering over a wide field-of-view. We note, in (I),
that the inscribed angle theorem, which is well known
in geometry, states that the angle subtended by an arc
and its corresponding chord on any part of the circle is
identical to half the angle subtended at the center.

We propose a sensor with a circular array of photode-
tectors and a curved template in air (not a refractive
slab), as in Fig. 11 (II), which takes advantage of this
property, for any desired angular support ω. This sensor
has a curved template, which lies along the same circle as
the photodetectors. Every printed “dot” on the circular
template arc also follows the inscribed angle theorem
and has fixed angular support across the photodetectors.
Therefore, we obtain zero distortion in the angular dot
pitch dω, which we defined previously. This circular
design would be a “perfect” optical filtering sensor with zero
distortion and 180◦ eFOV.
Extensions to 3D: In Fig. 12 we discuss a 3D analysis of
the lensless design in air. Note that although the support
of the template is circular, the distribution of grayscale
values within this region can be any pattern. Given a
2D version of our design, with angular support ω (Eq.
(1)), we can compute the 3D angular support Ω from the
equation for the solid angle of a vertex of a cone Ω =
2π(1−cosω). We provide an illustration of how Ω varies
for particular lensless parameters in the figure. It also
clear from Fig. 4 that the solid angle of a 3D lenslet in
air would utilize the same cone equation. Therefore we
have provided a way to find the solid angle for the 3D
lensless and lenslet cases in air, from our 2D equations
involving the solid angle ω.

Since our designs are symmetric, their weight and
volume in 3D follow monotonically from the 2D analysis:
if two designs are such that one is heavier in our 2D
analysis, then they must have a similar relationship in
3D. Finally, we note two directions here for future work.
The first is to understand how the user defined tolerance
Δ changes in 3D. The second is to find equations for the
solid angle of a refractive slab in 3D.
Learning the best spatio-spectral templates: Our anal-
ysis of optical designs assumes that a set of templates
have been pre-chosen or pre-learned for the task at hand.
Developing machine learning tools specifically for our
platforms may be a worthwhile direction to pursue.
These tools should account for fabrication constraints
(for example, resolution and bit-depth) and template dis-
tortion (Δ) during learning, and they should be capable
of producing templates that not only have discriminative
spatial patterns, but discriminative spectral responses as
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Fig. 13. Aperture vignetting

well. Indeed, the ability to easily specify a unique spec-
tral profile (over UV, VIS, and NIR) for each template
in our sensors may enhance their utility by endowing
them with characteristics, such as lighting, pose, and
scale insensitivity, typically associated with conventional
vision systems.
The effect of aperture thickness: We explain the
effect of aperture thickness in Fig. 13. This effect can
be included in our designs simply by subtracting the
obstructed “vignetted” solid angle ωvig from the angu-
lar support ω for a particular design. Total vignetting
occurs when arctan( t

d
) = arctan( u−t

x− d
2

). No vignetting oc-

curs when −d
2 ≥ x ≤ d

2 . Elsewhere, the angular sup-
port decreases by ωvig = arccos

√
(y

′
+a)2+(a

′
)2−t2

2(y
′
+a)(a

′
)

, where

y
′
=

√
(
t2(x− d

2
)2+u2t2

u2 ), a =

√
(u− t)2 + (x− t(x− d

2
)

u
− d

2
)2 and

a
′
=
√

(u− t)2 + (x− d
2
)2.
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